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FOREWORD

When Don Zillman and I undertook to write The American University in Summer (University of Wisconsin Press 1967), we were appalled at the seeming pacuity of literature on college and university summer terms, particularly the lack of quantitative research. Our problem stemmed in part from the plain fact that summer sessions were indeed under-represented in the literature of American higher education, but the problem was exacerbated by the relatively crude information retrieval systems available at the time. Our fellow summer session administrators around the country shared our quandary.

When the American Summer Sessions Senate was organized in 1973 to improve liaison among the four principal summer session associations, a leading item on the Senate agenda for cooperative action was "a bibliography of research literature on college and university summer sessions." Fortunately, in recent years there have been an increasing flow of summer term literature, vastly expanded and refined computerized searches of that literature, and a growing interest on the part of the research committees of the summer session associations.

As a University of Wisconsin-Madison contribution to the field, it has been a pleasure to help in the development of this Bibliography. It is principally the work of an accomplished librarian, Luan Gilbert, together with the advice and counsel of Nancy Abraham and Dr. Robert Belle. Some of the references are peripheral, but many of them summer session personnel will find extremely enlightening.

As college and university summer terms proceed into a future at once uncertain and challenging, their administrators can draw insight and inspiration from qualitative interpretations of the past, from investigations of current characteristics, and from speculations about future trends.

Prof. CLARENCE A. SCHOFIELD
Director
Office of Inter-College Programs / Summer Sessions
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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PREFACE

Over the past seven or eight years members of the various summer sessions associations, and particularly members of the respective research and/or statistics committees, have been concerned about the development of a Summer Sessions Bibliography.

From time to time one or another of the associations has prepared or updated a selected bibliography of summer sessions literature for distribution at one of the respective national meetings. When plans were developing for the First National Institute in Summer Term Administration in 1974, Robert Belle, University of Wisconsin-Madison Summer Sessions, with support from Les Coyne, Indiana University Summer Sessions, prepared an extensive updated bibliography from selected previous others, as well as engaged in searches of the literature at that time. Since then, the bibliography has been updated for the 1975 and the 1977 National Institutes respectively.

In addition, in 1976-77 and 1977-78, the North American Association of Summer Sessions Research Committee (Nancy Abraham, Chairperson, Alan Ashton, University of Massachusetts, Donald Wallace, Drake University, William Sesow, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Willard Deal, Appalachian State) worked to further update the bibliography. Les Coyne, Indiana University, and Vernon Ludeman, St. Cloud State University and Research Committee Chairman, North Central Conference on Summer Schools, were also consulted. Throughout the past six years, Robert Belle did yeoman work on what is now resulting in a consolidated, published Summer Sessions Bibliography.

With the present bibliography arrangement, the suggestions for routinely updating the bibliography, and the fact that the present citations are now on magnetic cards in the University of Wisconsin-Madison Summer Sessions Office, it is our hope that one or all of the associations will pick up on the idea of routinely updating the bibliography for the use of the profession.

NANCY ABRAHAM
North American Association of Summer Sessions
Research Committee, Chairperson
The following sources have been searched in the effort to locate all literature relating to summer schools in institutions of higher education.

A computerized search was done using the Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc. (BRS). BRS uses the Educational Research Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) data base which contains citations and abstracts for literature that is listed in Resources in Education (formerly Research in Education) and the Current Index to Journals in Education. The lag-time between publication date of an article or research paper and its entry into the ERIC data base is about three months. In order to conduct this search, subject headings or "descriptors" were chosen from The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, 6th. edition (Frederick Goodman, Macmillan Information, 1975). BRS retrieves information by use of these descriptors and, in addition, can locate the citations from Thesaurus descriptors or any other items or phrases used in the text of an abstract. This search was conducted in September, 1977.

If the citation or abstract indicated that the article could be particularly important for our purposes, the original article was found and read or the microfiche of the article was read. Footnotes, references, and bibliographies of these articles were searched for citations of new material.

The following standard references were searched:

- Education Index
- Review of Education Research
- Essay and General Literature Index
- Bibliographic Index
- Public Affairs Information Service
- Comprehensive Dissertation Index
- Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications

Current Contents: Social and Behavioral Sciences is a publication that comes out weekly giving the contents of recent journals in the field of education. Although it is not indexed and is not annotated, it does give the researcher a quick overview of recent journal articles in the field. This was reviewed weekly for this project.

The Columbia University Dictionary Catalog of the Teachers College Library (36 volumes) published by G.K. Hall & Co. in 1970 (supplement, 1971) was searched for relevant material.

Education: A Bibliography of Bibliographies by Theodore Besterman (1971) and The World of Higher Education: An Annotated Guide to the Major Literature by Paul Dressel and Sally B. Pratt (1971) were two other books searched. Encyclopedias were searched for relevant material.

It would be helpful if every institution of higher education would provide citations of its own history with summer school. This material may be in the archives of the institution or in a published history.
In order to maintain a current, updated summer sessions bibliography, the following should be done routinely:

1) **Current Contents** should be searched weekly in an effort to find the latest material that is published.

2) **Education Index** should be searched monthly for new citations.

3) Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc. can be contracted to provide a monthly printout of new material. Under this contract, BRS will automatically search the new citations in the ERIC data base and send the information to the subscriber. At the present time, the cost for this service is $3.00 per month plus 15 cents a page for the printout.

4) If every institution would provide citations of its own history and one or two institutions would agree to keep in touch with current publications, most of the material about summer schools in institutions of higher education would be recorded.

If one institution could release one individual for one day each month in order to search the library reference materials and coordinate these findings with the current information from BRS and put this information together, citations sent in by individuals and/or institutions, it would be possible to keep a current, updated summer sessions bibliography.

The Bibliography of Summer Schools in Institutions of Higher Education has been arranged according to the following categories:

1) History to 1945
   this includes
   a) general history
   b) history of specific schools
   c) history of specific programs

2) Contemporary literature--1945-
   divided according to
   a) specific programs and program areas
   b) specific institutions (divided according to state)
   c) general materials (statistics, philosophy of summer schools, etc.)

3) Canadian Summer School programs

4) International Summer School programs

Citations within the subject areas are arranged alphabetically.
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op. cit., Volume VI, 1879, pp. iii, 462.
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op. cit., Volume VII, 1882, p. 570.
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*Educational Method*, XIX, October, 1939, p. 2.
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Harvard University Annual Catalogue, 1872-73, 1874-75, 1875-76, 1878, 1879, 1888-89.


Hawk, Raymond F., "Some Opinions from Summer Session Students Regarding the General Work of the Curriculum to Fit Individuals for Actual Teaching," (Cheney, Washington: Washington State Normal School), 1933, p. 4. (mimeographed)


Hutchins, Robert M., *The State of the University*, A Report to the Alumni and Friends of the University of Chicago, August 10, 1941.

Indiana University Annual Catalogue, 1891-92, 1898-99, 1900.
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Knight, Edward W., "Go to the Ant, Thou Sluggard," _Scribners_, LXXXVII, March, 1930, p. 335.

Kraus, Edward H., "The High School Teacher and Summer Study," _School and Society_, XIII, June 18, 1921, pp. 682-685.


*Laws and Regulations Governing the University of Minnesota*, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota), 1931, p. 501.


Letter from Robert B. Browne, Director, Summer Session, University of Illinois, October 24, 1940.

Letter from Dr. W.G. Christian, Hanover, Virginia, April 20, 1943.

Letter from C.B. Collier, Dean, Florence (Alabama) State Teachers College, to T.A. H. Teeter, Director, Summer Session, University of Minnesota, May 4, 1939.

Letter from the Dean of the Harvard Divinity School, November 15, 1943.

Letter from M.B. Evans, Dean, Summer Session, Ohio State University, to S.H. Goodnight, Director, Summer Session, University of Wisconsin, November 24, 1920.

Letter from S.H. Goodnight, formerly Dean of the Summer Session of the University of Wisconsin, April 17, 1943.

Letter from Dorothy W. Johnes, Secretary, World Association for Adult Education, January 2, 1941.

Letter from Kathleen A. O'Connell, Secretary to the President, Williams College, July 14, 1943.

Letter from Alfred H. Parrott, Registrar, North Dakota Agricultural College, December 30, 1943.

Letter from Mildred L. Saunders, Archivist, Dartmouth College, October 25, 1943.

Letter from Lorena Stretch, Director, Summer Session, Baylor University, July 17, 1942.


MacLaren, Gay, Morally We Roll Along, (Boston: Little, Brown and Company), 1938, p. 308.


Mills College Summer Session Bulletin, 1943.


__________, II, 1938, pp. xvi, 608.

__________, III, 1939, pp. xiii, 649.

Mount Union College Annual Catalogue, 1870-71.


__________, XVI, November, 1927, p. 257.

__________, XVII, November, 1928, p. 265.

__________, XVIII, November, 1929, p. 266.

__________, XIX, November, 1930, p. 272.

__________, XX, November, 1931, p. 298.

__________, XXI, November, 1932, p. 258.

National Summer Schools Bulletin, n.d.


__________, Special Survey Studies, pp. xvi, 484.


Northwestern University Annual Catalogue, 1891-92.

Oberlin College Annual Catalogue, 1859-60, 1883-84.

Oberlin College Annual Report, 1896, 1897, 1898.

Oberlin College Summer Session Bulletin, 1897, 1898, 1906, 1907, 1915-1936, 1940.


Ohio Wesleyan University Annual Catalogue, 1888-89.

Ohio Wesleyan University Annual Report, 1906.


"Planned Programs for Students Not Seeking Credit," School and Society, LIII, January 11, 1941, p. 54.

"Profession Schools in Philanthropy," Charities, XII, March 5, 1904, p. 228.


"Report of Summer Sessions Policy Committee," (Wichita, Kansas), January 31, 1936, p. 3. (mimeographed)


Report of the Teachers' Training Schools of Minnesota, (Minneapolis: School Education Co.), 1895, p. 76.

"Report on the Number of Weeks and the Enrollment in the Summer Sessions of 180 State Teachers Colleges and State Normal Schools, 47 Other State Educational Institutions, and 35 Private and City Colleges and Universities and Comments of Summer Directors on Contemplated Changes in the Administration of Summer Sessions," Department of Educational Research, (Greeley, Colorado: Colorado State Teachers College), September 1, 1926, p. 19. (mimeographed)

"Resolutions of the Summer Sessions Policy Committee Appointed by Joint Meeting of College Deans and Registrars," (Wichita, Kansas), January 31, 1936, p. 2. (mimeographed)


*School and Society*, XXXIX, June 23, 1934, p. 803.


"The S.S. University," *School and Society*, XXXI, June 27, 1925, p. 775.


"The Summer School," *Dial*, XVIII, June 1, 1895, pp. 313-315.


"The Summer Session for Teachers of Mathematics to be held by the Society for Promotion of Engineering Education," *American Mathematical Monthly*, XXXVIII, April, 1931, pp. 236-237.


"Test of a New Plan, University Begins the Experiment of a Summer Quarter," *Chicago Tribune*, July 8, 1894, in *University of Chicago Scrapbook*, pp. 250-251.


Tyler, Ralph W., "Summer Activities of the University of Chicago," Elementary School Journal, XLI, September, 1940, pp. 4-7.


University of Chicago Annual Register, 1892-94.

University of Chicago Annual Report, 1897-98, 1892-1902.


University of Chicago, Official Bulletin, No. 3 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), April, 1891, p. 16.

University of Chicago Scrapbook

"University of Chicago, Third Autumn Convocation," in University of Chicago Scrapbook, pp. 262-263.
University of Illinois Annual Report, 1894, 1910.

University of Illinois Summer Session Bulletin, 1899.

University of Iowa Annual Catalogue, 1892-93.

University of Iowa Annual Report, 1895.


University of Michigan Annual Calendar, 1894-95.


University of Minnesota Summer Session Bulletin, 1905 and other issues.

University of Southern California, "Questionnaire on Student Opinion of Summer Session, 1940," p. 6. (typewritten)


University of Virginia, Summer Class in Chemistry, 1889.

University of Virginia, Summer Course in General Biology, 1889.

University of Virginia, Summer Courses in Mathematics and Engineering, n.d.

University of Virginia, Summer Courses in Pure and Applied Mathematics, 1878.

University of Virginia Annual Catalogue, 1870-71, 1881-82, 1889, 1901-02, 1902-03, 1908-09.

University of Virginia, Private Summer Course of Law Lectures, 1876. (photostatic copy)


Upshall, C.C., "Questionnaire Results on the Short Summer Session," (Dellingham, Washington: Western Washington College of Education), 1938, p. 10. (typewritten)


Wilson, G.M., "Extra Summer Session Credit," School and Society, VIII, October 12, 1918, pp. 444-449.


Woody, Clifford S., "Number of Subjects Taught by Graduates of the University of Michigan," Educational Administration and Supervision, X, September, 1924, p. 384.
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Couch, James Robert, An Experiment to Determine the Effectiveness of a Summer Preparatory Program at Spartanburg Junior College, 1969, ED 031242.


Denver University, Summer Preparatory Institute, 1968, University of Denver, College of Law, Report, 1 September, 1968, Ford Foundation, New York, NY, ED 023517.


Experimental Summer Program for High School Seniors and Faculty, City College of San Francisco, November, 1967, ED 019442.


Fisher, James R. and Lewis R. Lieberman, Student and Faculty Views Concerning the Summer Trial Program at GSC, ED 015737.

Florida University, Teaching in Associate Degree Nursing Programs, Final Report, Kellogg Foundation, Battle Creek, Michigan, June 20-July 2, 1965, ED 032419.


Gima, Shinya and Winona Chang, "Teacher In-Service Education in Hawaii," Educational Perspectives, Vol. 13, No. 4, December, 1974, pp. 24-29, EJ 110400.


Jongsma, Kathleen Stumpf, "And They Call This Reading Instruction?," Indiana Reading Quarterly, Vol. 4, No. 2, Winter, 1972, pp. 12-14, EJ 055157.


Kintzer, Frederick C., Workshop for New Community Junior College Presidents and their Wives, California University, Los Angeles, July, 1972, ED 072778.


Krekel, Edward F., Educational Management and Faculty Sensitivity Institute, Director's Evaluation Report, Penn Valley Community College, Kansas City, Missouri, 1970, ED 068000.

Lackey, Ronnie D. and Gerald N. Ross, Project Speed: Final Report of a Summer Program to Prepare Educationally Deficient Students for College, (Douglas: South Georgia College), 1968, ED 024389.
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Lim, Adam, Job Search Preparations, April, 1976, ED 126422.


Manning, John C., Continuing Professional Experiences in Reading, April, 1971, ED 052890.


Mott, Sara L., Planning and Executing a Summer Workshop in American Literature of Minority Groups, 1975, ED 126521.
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Spartanburg Junior College, *Summer Preparatory Studies Program, South Carolina, 1968, ED 030413.*

Spaulding, Ben and Tony Mason, *College Opportunities for Southern Negro Students, second edition, (Chapel Hill: North Carolina University, Scholarship Information Center, YMCA-YWCA Human Relations Committee), September, 1966, ED 022819.*


Summer Institute on Approaches to Introductory College Geography Courses, Ohio State University, 1966.


Summer Preparatory Studies Program, (Spartanburg Junior College), 1968, ED 030413.

Taylor, Derek B. and Margaret Fleming, Resident Tutor Project, Title I Fund, Fund Number 58-7: 1971-72 Evaluation, Cleveland Public Schools, Ohio, January 1973, ED 078107.


Wile, Marcia Z. et al., A Pre-Matriculation Program for Students of Dentistry, 1 April 1975, ED 112789.
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ARIZONA


CALIFORNIA


Freed, Judee and Scott B. Miller, "Enrollment and Attendance: 1965-1975," (Los Angeles Community College District, Division of Educational Planning and Development), Research report No. 75-04, 1975, ED 107313.

Hadley, Paul E. and John D. Provort, "A Study of the Summer Sessions at the University of Southern California," (University of Southern California, Office of the Summer Sessions,) March, 1964.


Smith, Florence A., A Study of Possible Calendar Variations for the San Diego Community College District, (California: San Diego Community College District), August 1, 1975, ED 124254.


Suslow, Sidney and Michael J. Riley, "Year-Round Operation at Berkeley: Background and Implementation," (Berkeley: California University, Office of Institutional Research), 1968, ED 043927.

COLORADO


DELAWARE


ILLINOIS


INDIANA


"Summary of Reports of the Association of University Summer Sessions 1972," prepared by the Office of Summer Sessions, Indiana University.

IOWA


KENTUCKY

Kentucky University, Lexington, Report of the Joint Vice Presidential Commission on the Freshman Year, commissioned by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Vice President for Student Affairs, Kentucky University, July, 1976, ED 129137.

MARYLAND


 MASSACHUSETTS


MICHIGAN


MINNESOTA

Frederick, Edward C., Year-Round Education at the University of Minnesota Technical College, Waseca, Minnesota University Technical College, Waseca, May, 1975, ED 118177.


__________, "University of Minnesota Actual and 'Ideal' Patterns of Attendance Summer Session and Academic Year 1964 to 1968; 1963-64 to 1967-68," Part 2, Series 1, June, 1969, ED 034476.


Stecklein, John E., Mary Corcoran and E.W. Ziebarth, The Summer Sessions, Its Role in the University of Minnesota Program, (Minneapolis: Bureau of Institutional Research, University of Minnesota), 1958.


MISSISSIPPI

"Selected Statistical Data for 1972 Summer Sessions Abstracted from Joint Summer Session Questionnaires," copy from Dr. Charles E. Noyes, Director of Summer Sessions, University of Mississippi.

NEBRASKA


NEW HAMPSHIRE


NEW YORK


OHIO

Cuyahoga Community College, "Analysis of the 1971 Summer Calendar," (Cleveland: Cuyahoga Community College), 1972, ED 063932.


OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, Enrollments in Oklahoma Higher Education Summer Session 1975, (Oklahoma City), 1975, ED 115144.

TEXAS


UTAH

Sharp, Harry, "Students View the 1962 Summer Session at the University of Utah," (Madison: Wisconsin Survey Research Laboratory, University of Wisconsin), 1962.

VIRGINIA


WISCONSIN


Curti, Merle and Vernon Carstensen, The University of Wisconsin, two volumes, (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press), 1949.


"Laws and Regulations of the University of Wisconsin," (Madison: University of Wisconsin), Chapter 9, 1969. (mimeographed)

Lins, L.J., Allan P. Abell and Paul L. Kegel, "Comparison of Summer Session and Fall New Freshmen the University of Wisconsin," (Madison: Office of Institutional Studies, University of Wisconsin), April, 1963.


The Philosophy of the University of Wisconsin Summer Sessions Literature, April 14, 1961.


Schoenfeld, Clarence A., "Where Fact is More Fascinating than Fiction. After 75 Years of Ups and Downs, the UW Summer Sessions Come of Age," March, 1960.


"A Study in Four Parts Dealing with the Feasibility of a Longer School Year for Wisconsin's Public Colleges and Universities," Part IV, Conclusion and recommendations, prepared by the Joint Staff of the Coordinating Committee for Higher Education Joint Staff Study, XXXI, October, 1960.

"The Summer Sessions in Graphic Perspective," (The Office of Summer Sessions, University of Wisconsin), 1971.


University of Wisconsin-Madison Summer Sessions, Annual Reports, 1955--.


"Why Some Prospective Students Don't Come to the University of Wisconsin Summer Sessions," (Office of Summer Sessions, University of Wisconsin-Madison), May, 1959.

Wisconsin State Universities System, 1969 Summer Institutes and Workshops.
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C. General Materials

ACADEMIC CALENDARS


Gayden, Joyce and Barbara Thornton, Year-Round Schools, A Chronological Selected Bibliography from 1970 to 1972, Columbia, South Carolina, Richland County School District 1, 1972, ED 087140.


The University Calendar, American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, 1961.


ADMINISTRATION OF SUMMER SCHOOLS


"Is Obsolescence the Fate of the Summer Director?," College Management, Vol. 4, January, 1969, pp. 16-19.


"A Survey of Summer Session Administration, A Sample of 189 Universities," (Research and Publications Committee Association of University Summer Sessions), October, 1972, a research report for the Association of University Summer Sessions. (mimeographed)

Thompson, Ronald B., "A Survey of the Nature of the Administrative Organization of Summer Schools," (Ohio State University), February, 1973. (mimeographed)

Watkins, Lloyd I., The Place of the Summer Session Director in the Big Picture, Address to the National Institute in Summer Term Administration, January, 1975.

HISTORY


"North Central Conference on Summer Schools Annual Report," 1969. (mimeographed)

Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Conference of the National Association of Summer Sessions, South Bend, November, 1968.


Sanford, Nevitt, College and Character, (New York: John Wiley and Sons), 1964.
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REPORTS

Association of University Summer Session (AUSS) Deans and Directors Annual Meeting, 1960
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AUSS Summary of Reports, 1965.

Coyne, Leslie J., "A Study of Jointly Administered Summer Sessions and Continuing Education in Ten Universities."
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"Results of the 1974 Summer Sessions Student Questionnaires," by Robert W. Richey.


"Summer Terms in Colleges of Mid-America Schools," 1972.


"Where Do We Go from Here," 1971, Colgate.


North American Association of Summer Sessions, Proceedings of Annual Conference, 1964--.

North Central Conference on Summer Schools, Reports:


"Scheduling and Calendaring,"

Statistics Committee Reports, 1963--.


Summer Sessions Associations' First Joint Statistical Report, coordinated by the Association of University Summer Sessions, North Central Conference of Summer Schools and Western Association of Summer Session Administrators, 1976, 28 p.
Summer Sessions Associations' Second Joint Statistical Report, coordinated by the Association of University Summer Sessions, North American Association of Summer Sessions, North Central Conference of Summer Schools and Western Association of Summer Session Administrators, 1977, 26 p. (5 p.).


SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS

Belle, Robert L., Nancy M. Abraham, Lee Wilcox, Clarence A. Schoenfeld, "Surveying and Serving the Non-Degree-Oriented University Student," College and University, Vol. 49, No. 3, Spring, 1974, pp. 207-211.


Wallace, Donald G., "Is Summer School the Way to Fatten-Up a Grade Average," Office of the Summer Session and Institutional Research, Drake University, October 27, 1964.


Institute for Services to Education, Journey into Discovery, the Thirteen-College Curriculum Program, Washington, D.C., August, 1969, ED 097844.


Weaver, John C., "Byways to Hell," an address to the Phi Beta Kappa Society, May 19, 1971.


III. Canadian Summer School Programs


Council of Ontario Universities, A Comparative Analysis of University Calendar Systems, Toronto, 4 October 1971, ED 069240.


IV. International Summer School Programs


Cochrane, D., "Report to Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee on Year-Round Teaching," Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee on Year-Round Teaching, Canberra, Research Report No. CEAS-1, March, 1971, p. 4, ED 060228.


